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Background
Previously described highly immunogenic epitopes from
Gag are able to stimulate Th1/CTL cells. This response is
essential for controlling progression of HIV infection.
Techniques like IFN-γ-ELISPOT and IFN-γ intracellular
staining are currently the standard methods to define anti-
gen-specific immune responses. A recent method, the
Luminex analysis allows the identification of responses
characteristic of T cell subtypes through the secretion of
not only IFN-γ but other key cytokines (IL-5, IL-13, IL-10,
IL-21 and IL-17).
Methods
We have focused on defining the appropriate conditions
to study antigen-specific T cell memory responses in
chronically infected HIV patients. Briefly, short-term
PBMC cultures with 15-mer overlapping peptides from
Gag in the presence of IL-2 favor expansion of antigen-
specific T cells. Luminex analysis of the culture superna-
tants, permits simultaneous identification of cytokine
profiles. HIV-specific clones obtained with selected Gag
peptides were stimulated with different concentrations of
antigens followed by cytokine secretion analysis.
Results
We identified anti-Gag responses to already well known
peptides as well as new ones consistent with each patient's
HLA profile. Interestingly, this analysis revealed that some
epitopes induced a complex pattern of cytokine secretion,
including Th1/Th17, Th2 and IL-21 responses. CD4+ T
cell clones expressing IL-21 are able to secrete Th1 and
Th2 cytokines as well. The same results were obtained
with CD8+ clones; however the secretion of IL-21 is lower
than in CD4+ cells. In the CD4+ and CD8+ T cell clones
the responses are directed to Th1 or Th2 based on the con-
centration of the antigen used to stimulate the cells. How-
ever, Th17 specific cells were only able to secrete IL-17 in
an antigen-specific test.
Conclusion
Our approach will help monitor therapeutic vaccine
responses in planned clinical trials by establishing knowl-
edge of each patient's immune status, thereby permitting
comparison between correlates of viral replication control
and vaccine-elicited immune responses.
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